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These Rules are called “The Coal India Executive
Conduct, Discipline and Appeal Rules”
Have become effective from 24th Feb 1978
These Rules shall apply to all employees holding
posts in the Executive Cadre scales of pay of CIL
and its subsidiary companies
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24.0: Who can suspend? ..The appointing Authority
or any Authority to which it is subordinate or any
other Authority to whom the power to suspend is
delegated

24.1: Grounds for suspension:
 If a disciplinary proceeding
against the executive is
contemplated or pending
 In the opinion of the Authority, if the executive has engaged
himself in activities prejudicial (harnful) to the interests of the
company/State
 If a case against the executive in respect of any criminal
offence is under investigation, inquiry or trial
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24.1: Who can issue the order of suspension?
 CMDs of subsidiary companies can suspend executives from
E1 to E5 grades
 They can also suspend executives from M1 to M3 grades for a
period upto 3 months
 Chairman/CIL , as the appointing authority, has full power to
suspend any executive



24.2: Suspension order is issued in Form VI and it
is desirable to issue suspension order alongwith
chargesheet
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24.3: Deemed Suspension:
 From date of detention, if detained for a period exceeding 48 hours
 From date of conviction, if he/she is convicted for a sentence of
imprisonment exceeding 48 hours and is not forthwith dismissed or
removed or compulsorily retired from service consequent to such
conviction
 In case dismissal/removal from service/compulsory retirement is
revoked and case is referred for further inquiry, suspension still
continues



24.5: During the period of suspension, the executive
shall not enter the work premises, without the written
permission of the suspending Authority
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25.0: Subsistence Allowance:
 25.1: 50% of Basic + admissible DA + any other
compensatory allowance (if he was already in receipt of the
same as on the date of suspension), provided he is not
engaged in any other commercial activity to the satisfaction of
the Disciplinary Authority
 25.2: Where the period of suspension exceeds 6 months:
 Subsistence allowance can be increased to 75% of Basic +
admissible DA (if reasons for extension not attributable to
employee) (25.2.i)
 Subsistence allowance can be reduced to 25% of Basic + admissible
DA (if reasons for extension are attributable to employee) (25.2.ii)

 25.3: Before subsistence allowance is paid, the suspended
employee must furnish a certificate every month that he is not
engaged in any commercial activity
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25.4: Recoveries from Subsistence Allowance:
 Income Tax (if the SA is taxable)
 House Rent and allied charges (if staying in company
quarters)
 Repayment of loans and advances taken from Co.
 Subscription to PF



26.0: Treatment of the period of suspension:
 26.2: If the suspended executive dies before conclusion of
proceedings, the period between dt of suspension and dt of
death shall be treated as duty for all purposes and his family
shall be paid full pay and allowances (after adjusting the
subsistence allowance already paid)
 26.3: If suspension was found wholly unjustified, the
executive shall be paid full pay and allowances he is entitled
to had he not be suspended
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27.0: Nature of Penalties which may be imposed
for good and sufficient reasons for misconduct:
 27.1 (i): Minor Penalties:
 Censure
 Withholding increment (with or without cumulative effect)
 Withholding promotion
 Recovering from pay or gratuity of the whole or part of any
pecuniary loss caused to the company by negligence or breach of
orders or trust

 27.1(ii): Major Penalties:
 Reduction to a lower grade or post or stage in time scale
 Compulsory Retirement
 Removal from Service
 Dismissal
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Exceptions: Following shall not amount to penalty within the
meaning of this rule:

i.

If increment is withhold on work having been found
unsatisfactory
ii. If increment is stopped on reaching the efficiency bar
level
iii. If not promoted even after consideration of his case
for the post for which he is eligible
iv. Reversion to lower service/post/grade if not found
suitable for continuation in the higher service/post/
grade for which he was considered
v. Reversion to his permanent service/grade/post if
appointed
on
probation
to
another
service/grade/post
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i.

Replacement of the services of an executive
on deputation
ii. Compulsory
retirement
on
attaining
superannuation
iii. Termination of the services:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Of an executive appointed on probation
Of a person appointed in a temporary capacity
Of an employee appointed on an agreement or contract
Of a person on reduction of establishment, and
Of a person who is liable to be discharged for failure to quality
in certain duties
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Grade of Employee

Disciplinary Authority (DA)

Penalties which it
may Impose

Appellate Authority

CMD & whole-time
Directors of CIL and
subsidiary companies

President of India

All Penalties

President of India

i). Officers in Grades E1
to M3 posted in CIL or
any of the subsidiary Co.

CMD, CIL

All Penalties

Board of Directors, CIL

ii). Officers posted in CIL
Hqrs and other allied
officials under the direct
administrative control of
CIL except NEC

Functional Directors of CIL
in respect of officers
working under them

All Penalties
except those
under Rule (27.1
(ii)b to 27.1 (ii)d

CMD, CIL

-In E1 to M3 grade

D(P&IR)/CIL for all officers
working in the departments
directly reporting to
Chairman/CIL

-do-

i.

Concerned FD

-In E1 to E5 grade

HODs of CIL Hqrs in
respect of officers working
under them

All Minor
Penalties

ii.

Director (P&IR), CIL for
officers working in
Deptts directly
reporting to
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Grade of Employee

Officers posted in
NEC
- E1 to M3

-E1 to E5

Disciplinary Authority
(DA)

Penalties which it may
Impose

Appellate Authority

Director I/c of NEC All Penalties
except those
under Rule (27.1
(ii)b to 27.1 (ii)d

Chairman/CIL

CGM/GM, NEC

Director (P&IR)/CIL

All Minor Penalties

Note (27.2.ii): No employee shall be removed or dismissed from service by an
Authority lower than that by which he is appointed to the post held by him/her.
28.1: The Disciplinary Authority or any Authority higher than it may institute
disciplinary proceedings against any employee
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29.0: Procedure for Imposing Major Penalties:
 29.1: No major penalty can be imposed without any
inquiry
 29.2: Disciplinary Authority can itself inquire into or
appoint any person or a committee to inquire into the
truth of misconduct or mis-behaviour against an
employee
 29.3: If inquiry is ordered,
a) the DA must draw up definite articles of charge
b) In support of each charge a statement shall be made,
which shall contain:
i.
ii.

All relevant facts including admission/confession made by
employee
A list of documents and a list of witnesses by which the
said charges can be sustained
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The article of charge, the statement of imputations
and the covering memo should be prepared in
Form VIIA
29.4: On receipt of the written statement from the
employee, or even if any written statement is not
received before the date specified, the DA can hold
the inquiry (no inquiry is necessary if the employee
admits the charges)
29.5: The DA shall appoint Presenting Officer (PO)
on his behalf to present the case
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29.6: When DA is not the Inquiring Authority (IA),
following documents shall be forwarded to the IA by the
DA:
 Copy of the article of charge and statement of
imputation of misconduct or misbehavior
 Copy of the written statement of defense, if any,
submitted by the employee
 Copy of the statement of witness, if any
 Evidence providing delivery of documents to the
employee
 Copy of the order appointing the PO
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29.8: Employee may take the assistance of any other
employee of the company to present his case in the
inquiry; however, he may not engage a legal practitioner
for the purpose
29.9: If the employee does not plead guilty during the
inquiry, the IA shall adjourn the case to a later date (not
more than 30 days)
29.18: If the employee does not submit his written
statement of defense on or before the date specified for
the purpose, or does not appear in person or through the
Assisting Officer or otherwise fails or refuses to comply
with any of the provisions of these rules, the IA may hold
the inquiry exparte.
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 29.19:

If the present IA is succeeded by another
IA before conclusion of the inquiry, the new IA
may draw from the proceedings of the earlier IA
and/or conduct the IA afresh
 29.20: After conclusion of the inquiry, records of
the inquiry shall be forwarded to the DA by the
IA and the records shall contain:






Report of the inquiry
Written statement of defense
Oral and documentary evidence produced
Written brief submitted by employee or PO, if any &
Orders made by the DA or the IA, if any
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30.0: Action on the Inquiry Report:
 30.1: The DA, if different from the IA, before
making final order, shall forward copy of the
Inquiry report to the employee with an
endorsement that he may make a representation/
submission to the DA within 15 days from the date
of receipt of the report, if he so wishes.
 30.2: On receipt of the written submission from
the employee, or if no reply is received before the
time allowed, the DA will record his findings,
charge-wise, whether the same is proved or not.
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30.3: The DA may agree or disagree with the Inquiry
report.
30.4: If DA considers the report defective, he may
remit it back to the IA for further inquiry
30.5: If the DA agrees with the report, makes an order
imposing such penalty or exonerate the employee, as
the case may be
31.0: Procedure for imposing Minor Penalties:
31.1: Before passing the final order, DA shall once
again gives an opportunity to the employee by
informing about imposition of the penalties and asking
him to submit his defense, if any, within 15 days,
which shall be taken into consideration before passing
the final Order by DA
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The memorandum of charges for minor penalties shall be
issued in form VII B
33.0: Common Proceedings:
33.1: Where 2 or more employees are concerned in a
case, the Authority competent to impose major penalty
on all
such employees, may direct for common
proceedings and the said Authority shall be the DA in this
regard
34.0: Special Procedure in Certain Cases:
Not withstanding anything contained in Rules 29
(Procedure for Imposing Major Penalties), 30 (Action on
the Inquiry Report) and 31 (Procedure for imposing Minor
Penalties), the DA may impose any of the penalties in any
of the following circumstances:
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i.

ii.

iii.

Where the employee has been convicted on a
criminal charge, or on the strength of facts or
conclusions arrived at by a judicial trial, or
Where the DA is satisfied that it is not reasonably
practicable to hold an inquiry in the manner
provided in these rules, or
Where the DA is satisfied that in the interest of
the security of the company, it is not expedient
to hold an inquiry in the manner provided in
these rules

Provided that the employee may be given an
opportunity for making a representation to the
penalty proposed to be imposed before any order is
made
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34.2: Disciplinary proceedings if instituted while
the employee was in service, if not concluded while
he was in service, shall be continued even after his
retirement
34.3: During the pendency of the proceedings, the
DA may hold payment of gratuity, either in whole
or in part
35.0: Employees on deputation from Central, State
Govts, etc:
 If an order of suspension is made, or disciplinary proceedings
are initiated, the Lending Authority (where from the employee
came) shall be immediately informed
 Penalties if any shall be imposed after consultation with the
Lending Authority
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36.0: An employee may appeal against any order
imposing penalties on him to the AA
36.1: An appeal must be preferred within one
month from the date of communication of the
order, with copy to the Authority which made the
order
The Authority which received copy of the appeal,
shall forward the same with it comments to the AA
within 15 days from the date of receipt
37.0: Review: The AA may call for records of the
case within 6 months from the date of the order
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41.0: Removal of Doubts: Where a doubt arises to
interpretation of any of these rules, the matter
shall be referred to the Board of Directors of CIL
for final decision
42.0: Amendments: CIL Board may amend (modify
or add) these rules from time to time
43.0: Repeal: These rules supersede all existing
rules, viz.,
 Conduct and Discipline Rules of BCCL, 1972
 -do- made applicable to executive cadre employees of CMAL
and its subsidiaries, and
 NCDC Limited Services Conduct and Discipline Rules
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Pl. share with me your valuable views..
Either over mobile (94055 88823/82759 70248) or
E-mail(mohan.th2260@gmail.com)
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